Maryland’s Diamond Clover Recipients

2005
Sarah Knight, St. Mary’s
Allison Miller, Calvert

2006
Alexandra Barnard, Howard
Christopher Ryan, Montgomery
Melissa Stevens, Allegany
Tamara Ward, Cecil

2007
Matthew Harmon, Allegany
Casey Lyons, Montgomery
Allison Malone, Garrett
Andrea Miller, Calvert
Rachel Schmidt, Garrett
Melissa Tucker, Caroline

2008
Peter Bachmann, Harford
Andrew Dobos, Montgomery
Cody Ferguson, Garrett
Brittany Hyland*, Frederick
Mary Krc, Frederick
Ruth Krc, Frederick
Seth Marvil, Washington
Corrine Ransom, Frederick
Hannah Sanford-Crane, Cecil
Ashley Stevens, Frederick
Jonathan Stevens, Frederick
Sara Urry, Talbot

2009
Jacob Gnegy, Garrett
Katelyn Gnegy, Garrett
Kevin Haenftling, Garrett
Julia Huang, Montgomery
Chelsea Hudson, Wicomico
Claire Klingenberg, Worcester
Jenna Krebs, Carroll
Kara Savage, Garrett
Emily Serman, Worcester
Abby Sherrard, Garrett
Ryan Snow, Talbot
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